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Fifth Wave on time seasonally, seems
more muted than prior waves and
shows early signs of levelling off.

Data underlying these dashboards constitute an aggregate house view of private medical schemes in South Africa, which form part of Insight Actuaries & Consultants universe of data. Data is
updated daily and draws on both administrator and pathology lab data. Metrics are based on the service date (actual test date) rather than reporting date up to 8 May 2022. Graphs are
shown based on a 3-day lag to allow for the delay between testing and reporting.

Mortality appears even more muted than
Omicron fourth wave. Lag means some
deaths may still emerge, but severe
disease and mortality appear very low.

Data underlying these dashboards constitute an aggregate house view of private medical schemes in South Africa, which form part of Insight Actuaries & Consultants universe of data. Data is
updated daily and draws on both administrator and pathology lab data. Metrics are based on the service date (actual test date) rather than reporting date up to 8 May 2022. Graphs are
shown based on a 3-day lag to allow for the delay between testing and reporting.

Debate persists over wave drivers.
Seasonality? Lockdown level? Behaviour?

Data underlying these dashboards constitute an aggregate house view of private medical schemes in South Africa, which form part of Insight Actuaries & Consultants universe of data. Data is
updated daily and draws on both administrator and pathology lab data. Metrics are based on the service date (actual test date) rather than reporting date up to 8 May 2022. Graphs are
shown based on a 3-day lag to allow for the delay between testing and reporting.

Waves are not driven by
testing numbers, but by test
positivity rates.

Data underlying these dashboards constitute an aggregate house view of private medical schemes in South Africa, which form part of Insight Actuaries & Consultants universe of data. Data is
updated daily and draws on both administrator and pathology lab data. Metrics are based on the service date (actual test date) rather than reporting date up to 8 May 2022. Graphs are
shown based on a 3-day lag to allow for the delay between testing and reporting.

Fifth wave appears to be turning
already in some provinces

Data underlying these dashboards constitute an aggregate house view of private medical schemes in South Africa, which form part of Insight Actuaries & Consultants universe of data. Data is
updated daily and draws on both administrator and pathology lab data. Metrics are based on the service date (actual test date) rather than reporting date up to 8 May 2022. Graphs are
shown based on a 3-day lag to allow for the delay between testing and reporting.

Some bump in admissions, but
much less than prior waves.

Data underlying these dashboards constitute an aggregate house view of private medical schemes in South Africa, which form part of Insight Actuaries & Consultants universe of data. Data is
updated daily and draws on both administrator and pathology lab data. Metrics are based on the service date (actual test date) rather than reporting date up to 8 May 2022. Graphs are
shown based on a 3-day lag to allow for the delay between testing and reporting.

Provinces with highest increase in bed
days appear turning / close to turning.

Data underlying these dashboards constitute an aggregate house view of private medical schemes in South Africa, which form part of Insight Actuaries & Consultants universe of data. Data is
updated daily and draws on both administrator and pathology lab data. Metrics are based on the service date (actual test date) rather than reporting date up to 8 May 2022. Graphs are
shown based on a 3-day lag to allow for the delay between testing and reporting.

Mortality very low across main provinces

Data underlying these dashboards constitute an aggregate house view of private medical schemes in South Africa, which form part of Insight Actuaries & Consultants universe of data. Data is
updated daily and draws on both administrator and pathology lab data. Metrics are based on the service date (actual test date) rather than reporting date up to 8 May 2022. Graphs are
shown based on a 3-day lag to allow for the delay between testing and reporting.

Fully Vaccinated, effect over time
(versus non vaccinated, risk adjusted, wave adjusted)

Impact of being fully vaccinated
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Comparing Vaxed to non Vaxed confounded
by protection from prior infection about which
we have incomplete knowledge.
Risk of passing away
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A Glimpse at Long Covid
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of COVID patients appear to develop
Long COVID between 30 to 120 days
after first testing positive
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ICDs of interest to Long COVID
Difficulty breathing Pain Depression/Anxiety

Majority of Long COVID patients don’t
present with multiple symptoms
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Items to note
Depending on your definition of
Long COVID, 10% - 30% of
COVID patients impacted

Women do appear to be
more impacted than men
(due to inclusion of
depression)

Schemes can provide support
through comprehensive day to
day benefits.
Schemes could develop access
criteria for specific benefits

A large percentage of
Long COVID patients
already had pre-existing
conditions

20% of Long COVID patients
develop depression, which was
not pre-existing, putting them at
higher risk

Higher onset of chronic disease is
concerning and will need to be
monitored

Employers should ensure
proper programs in place for
support

Life insurers should be
concerned about morbidity
and disability claims

Common symptoms include
depression, pain, difficulty
breathing, fatigue

% Fully Vaccinated over time (end March 2022)
All Lives
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% Fully Vaccinated by Province and Age Band (end March 2022)
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% Adults Fully Vaccinated by Subdistrict (end March 2022)

Covid19 mortality perspectives
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Official Covid-19 deaths =
100,516

Population fatality rate = 0.16%

85% of MRC Excess deaths = 264,406

Tends to go with lower IFR
expectation – some as low as 0.2%

Population fatality rate = 0.4%

Tends to go with higher IFR
expectation – around 0.5%
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Subset of Medical Scheme Covid19
deaths = 31,000 (population of 7m)

Stats as at 7 May 2022

84% already infected

88% already infected

Population fatality rate = 0.49%
Correlates more with MRC excess death
figure with much better clinical data

~88% already infected

Infections, Reinfection, Protection
Natural immunity (through infection) is at least
as protective against future infection as
vaccination, though risks of acquiring immunity
this way can be significant and include death,
whereas the vaccine is safe.

Severity of future variants is unpredictable but
based on experience thus far T-cell based immunity
is long-lasting and protective against severe disease
even in the face of significant viral evolution and
neutralising antibody titre reductions.

Until Omicron, reinfection was relatively infrequent [8285% protection against symptomatic infection from 90
days]. With Omicron, reinfection became much more
common [reducing to 56% protection] though less
severe (“uncoupling”) in a context of vaccinated high
risk individuals and/or extensive population exposure to
previous variants

Reinfections had 90% lower odds of resulting in
hospitalization or death than primary infections.
For a person who has already had a primary
infection, the risk of having a severe reinfection is
only approximately 1% of the risk of a previously
uninfected person having a severe primary
infection. (noting survivorship bias)

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33718968/ (Cleveland)

Vaccination is not the only effective mitigation. Ventilation and mask wearing indoors are elements of an
effective multi-layer strategy that would help prevent transmission of all coronavirus variants as well as
other major airborne illness like TB and influenza. https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-00925-7
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